surprisingly, these oscillations do not depend on the LNv pacemaker neurons but instead are generated in the DN3. Although we found that these DN3Јs are unable rhythmically expressing flies, which was determined to drive behavioral rhythms in DD, PER expression in after numerical analysis of the raw data (robust rhythms these dorsal cells-and probably in two other groups are associated with low relative-amplitude errors, as of DNs-mediates synchronized locomotion under LD described in the Experimental Procedures and docuconditions. We furthermore showed that the phasing of mented by the "rel-amp" values in Table 1 with each other or dampen out completely-XLG-luc Based on previous observations, we generated a peflies exhibit rapid dampening in DD even as individuals riod-luciferase fusion gene, which lacks 5Ј-flanking per (Figure 2) . The remaining 8.0-luc lines (4 and 11) exhibsequences, and created transgenic lines carrying this ited higher levels of reporter activity compared with 8.0-construct. Frisch et al.
[10] had shown that expression luc:9; this was correlated with rapid dampening of lucifof a per transgene (called 7.2) lacking these regulatory erase expression in DD (Table 1 and data not shown), sequences either does not occur, for certain genomic probably as a result of more widespread transgene exinsertion sites, or is restricted to subsets of the known pression in the two strains compared with 8.0-luc:9. PER-expressing cells, including the LNs. Compared with Sustained molecular rhythmicity of 8.0-luc:9 expresthe original 7.2 kb per transgene, the new one contains sion depends largely on the presence of endogenous an additional 0.8 kb of the first intron and was named PER: Overall rhythmicity was reduced and associated 8.0-luc (Figure 1) .
with high rel-amp errors when this transgenic type was tested in a per 01 genetic background (Table 1) . This could be due to a negative impact of the luciferase part on [15]). In contrast, the 8.0-luc:9 transgene was unable to restore behavioral indicating that 8.0-luc:9 is not expressed in the LNs. Thus, the oscillator responsible for the sustained molecrhythmicity to per 01 flies in DD (Table S1) were largely restricted to cells located in the region of (Table S2) Table 1 ). Even after glass 60j was combined with cells (arrows in Figure S1 ). Table S1 ), which is probably Table S2 ). Here we show that after 5 days in DD, gest that another input route contributes to light entrain-PER expression within these cells cycles, again with a ment of these dorsal-brain cells.
phase opposite to that of the s-LNv and DN3 cells ( Figure  cry b had little influence on the free-running properties 6). A likely explanation is that opposite-phase cycling of the DN3 oscillator; rhythmic expression was robust is the default state of the DN2 oscillator and that only (Figure 7) , although the proportion of rhythmic individulight input can synchronize it with the other clock cells. als was reduced as compared with the proportion for If this is true, DN2 in larvae would lack any photic input transgenic individuals carrying the normal cry ϩ allele and only acquire it during or after metamorphosis. (Table 1 ). This result argues that cry plays only a minor But why do the DN2 and DN3 clusters contain a circarole as a clock factor in neurons that control locomotor dian oscillator even though they do not use it to drive behavior.
free-running behavior? The simplest explanation would Finally, we attempted to correlate synchronization of be that all neuronal clock cells-and perhaps even nonmolecular rhythmicity with behavioral entrainment. light-sensing abilities are retained by the DN3 cells,
